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Room laid out for groups of 4 people, around 4 or more tables.
Each group follows similar process; and materials used differ between but not within the tables.

Step 1

(start) Step 2

(10 minutes elapsed) Step 3

(25 minutes elapsed) Step 4

(35 min elapsed) Step 5
elapsed)
In 2055

You are in the present

Transition: today to 2030

In 2030 (and trend to 2055)

In 2055

After introductions, start with a
‘warm up’ activity - Table receives
2 (& if time, 2 more) Past Trends
picture cards, at random from
a larger set. These look back
20yrs, then invite you to look
ahead.

Table receives 2 (& if time, 2
more) Change Driver cards. In
addition to these examples, what
are other emerging influences on
our Pacific Island biodiversity?

Receive a future scenario
description, and a chart,
showing how this scenario
relates to the three other game
scenarios. Each is a ‘future
possibility direction’ but none are
predictions.

Pretend to be a person in your
grandchild's generation: receive
role cards issued at random.
What is life like in this scenario,
for the 'new' you?

CHANGE DRIVER

GARDEN ASPIRATIONS

By 2055, New Zealand society is an
individualistic meritocracy - social position is
defined by visible financial status and fashion,
not social or cultural origins. The country is open
to inward and outward migration based on wealth
and educational achievement, and is increasingly
multi-cultural. Recently, more have left than
arrived.

Drinking Water

?

Once-public services such as health,
education and transport have for years been
privatised, creating business opportunities.
Efficiency gains benefit the owners, not users.
The State's role is limited to governing markets
and maintaining law and order; but little action
on environmental protection, nor response to
global issues of climate change.

Water quantity & quality available
from catchments & aquifers?
NEW
FRONTIERS

20 years ago
Lawn, flower beds,
vegies, BBQ

10 minutes.

Today

In 20 years

Pool or spa, lowmaintenance landscape

What could it be?

15 minutes.

Discuss in pairs, then share your Display combined list of ‘drivers
views with others at the table.
of change’ on a paper chart or
white board. (2 tables could join
for this)

A

B

C

D

The economy is a fast adopter of available
technology, and an innovator, often applying
these before impacts are assessed. There have
been some local eco-disaster incidents and a
cumulative pollution of air and water is now
affecting rich and poor alike. When a crisis hits,
NZ is unprepared.

(45 min

Now consider the natural world
in this scenario - what are the
prospects here for biodiversity? If
you ‘spoke for the trees... or the
fish, or the birds’ what would your
positive and negatives be?

Citizen

Minerals from the seabed, dairy products,

(Pacific Islander, 2 dependants of
school age, low income)

GE timber, high tech.
Aspiration to a resource-intensive
personal lifestyle are reflected through expensive
neighbourhoods of luxury houses on gated
sections or high rise inner city apartments for
the wealthy. The 'losers' rent homes from the
'winners', commute longer distances, and have
less comfortable living conditions, but they do
still aspire.

Examine the framework you have been
given and, based on the information you
have so far, develop a more detailed
picture of what it is like to be in this role.

Established faith in technology as a
problem solver, but it has not come up with 'fixes'
to the resource shortages and pollution felt keenly
since 2045. Increasingly desperate measures by
business extend the extractive approach to
resources, as there is little public regulation.
Eco-terrorists emerge.
Distant explosion - might be a quarry
blast, or not? Sirens. Radio adverts for training,
health care products and the latest fashion in
secure private transport.

Record your own thoughts initially then
discuss in your group.

10 minutes.

10 minutes

10 minutes.

Discuss which of your earlier list
of drivers seem to dominate this
future scenario?

Consider quietly. Make a note
of two positive and two negative
human aspects, in your role.
Then discuss.

Make a note of two positive
and two negative aspects for
biodiversity. Then discuss.

Timings above are minima - it works better with more! Insert refreshment or meal breaks as required and adjust timings accordingly.
Continues overleaf.

Facilitator to insert refreshment breaks as required, or lengthen Steps, and adjust timings accordingly.
Step 6

(55 mins elapsed) Step 7

(1hr elapsed) Step 8

(1 hr 5 mins elapsed) Step 9

(1hr 15 mins elapsed) Step 10

Sometime 2030 - 2055

By 2055

In 2055

In 2055

Back to Today

The future is unpredictable. Stay
with your scenario and return to
2030. Receive a ‘wild card’ (it
may represent a random future
event, or cumulative change
passing some
threshold).

A second random wild card
arrives - if there is time. It has a
cumulative effect, on top of the
previous one. It may be positive
or negative, in your scenario.

Discuss: How adaptable
and resilient were natural
ecosystems to human impacts,
in your imagined future?

Report back to the room on each
table’s scenario exploration.
Across the room, this will cover
the 4 scenario ‘contexts’ to show
resulting differences. Wildcards
will have introduced yet more
variation.

Afterwards - Reflect on this
scenarios process, of
exploring future possibilities,
and asking ‘what if?’ from a new
perspective.

WILD CARD

WILD CARD

Electro-magnetic pulse warfare
(EMP) irreparably knocks out all
electronic circuits, wiping out
internet, telecommunications,
cars and appliances

Technology breakthroughs on
recycling reduce building costs by
75% as well as 'disposing' of waste
stream materials

1

5 minutes

Total time required depends on
how many tables report.

20

5 minutes

Discuss what could be its impact Does it help or hinder? (positive
20+ years from now? A positive or negative)
or a negative for you (in role) and
for biodiversity? Make a note.

Could you apply such future
possibilities to help you to explore
resilience and risk in human and
natural communities today? This
is education for sustainability.

10 minutes

A few mins per table...

After this session

Table: Make notes of key points,
ready for reporting back by a
spokesperson.

Compare findings between
scenarios. Ask if all or most of
the change drivers (from earlier
in game) were considered, and
note any important ones that
were missed out?

Visit the website for free copy
of the game materials: www.
landcareresearch.co.nz/services/
sustainablesoc/futures/

